We solve the equations of motion of classical scalar electrodynamics for a fixed source in electromagnetic interaction with a scalar field. We find that above some critical coupling strength there exist field configurations corresponding to a partial screening of the external source, which have a lower energy than the pure Coulomb (with zero scalar field) solution. Thus, in classical scalar electrodynamics, there is an upper limit on the charge of stable external sources.
I. INTRODUCTION II. CLASSICAL 
FIELD EQUATIONS
The problem of charge screening of an external source in electromagnetic interaction with a scalar field was recently studied by Klein and Rafelski' and by Mandula in the case where the scalar particles are massless. While Mandula solved exactly the classical field equations, Klein and Rafelski derived self-consistent equations from a mean-field approximation to the quantum-field-theoretic problem. Physical interest in this problem is twofold.
First, it provides a theoretical model to study pion condensation due to a priori known strong (albeit long-range Coulomb) interactions and may be of interest in connection with the problem of pion condensation in nuclei due to strong nuclear forces. Second Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we write the nonlinear classical equations of motion for a Coulomb source in electromagnetic interaction with a charged scalar field. Section III is devoted to a numerical study of these equations and to a discussion of our results.
Taking now eZS(r -ra) j~"' --p(r)5"0= We now wish to show that Eqs. (2) and (3) have solutions with P&0 whose corresponding energy is lower than the energy corresponding to solutions (6) and (7) in the presence of an externally prescribed current j&"' is given by W = (B"P ieA"-Q)(B"P*+ieA "P*) mPP*---, '(B"A")(8"A } -ej"'"'A" .
From (1) Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of the solutions f and g for Z =524& Z,",. We note that f is practically linear in a wide range of r. In Fig. 3 A. Klein and J. Rafelski, Z. Phys. A 284, 71 (1978) . See also J.
